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undermine dangerously the foundations of State-sover-
eignty. The historical changes brought about in the
course of social evolution must here influence our theory
considerably. In the life of the Greek city, which
Plato knew, the State and society were largely conter-
minous ; the city wall did, in fact, enclose a small,
coherent unity of interest and loyalty, and protect it
from an alien, savage world. The various Greek city-
states were separated from each other not only by the
accidents of geography, but also by wide fissures in
thought and culture. Political unity was rarely achieved
and military alliances against a common foe were not
durable. An Athenian citizen worshipped the Athenian
gods, voted only in the Athenian * ecclesia ', witnessed
Athenian plays, and regarded the cosmopolitan mer-
chant-class as outside the pale of citizenship. He might
visit some Pan-Hellenic athletic contest, but for the
most part he joined no community which was not purely
Athenian. Athens and Sparta were rivals in ideals
and in arms, and had but the shreds and patches of a
common culture ; finally, they destroyed each other in a.
long war of attrition. It was both easy and natural
for a philosopher brought up amid these traditions to
identify State and society.
But the modern world as we know it differs totally
from the Hellenic singleness and simplicity of orgaima-
tion : and the doctrine of State-sovereignty, logical as
it may sound to the deductive theorist of the study, beaxs
little relation to the facts of common experience. It is
obvious that the foundation of any political unit ec
social group must be community of will and interest.
But when we come to consider the infinite <x>mplicati*ms
of modern human relationships and the diversity of
interests and loyalties, it is quite impassible to
the territorial unit of association, as anything more titoa

